Overview
Peer response provides a tremendous learning opportunity for young writers. These interactions help students with topic generation and idea development, increase their confidence about sharing their work, force them to look more objectively at their own writing, give them valuable feedback for possible revisions, and allow them to learn from the writing successes and challenges of their peers. Peer response also helps students learn how to give constructive feedback to others—an important life skill.

“Responding to Writing: Peer to Peer” visits the classrooms of three teachers—fifth-grade teacher Jack Wilde, seventh-grade teacher Velvet McReynolds, and eighth-grade teacher Vivian Johnson—to explore various ways that teachers can structure student interactions, from whole-class responses to informal writing partnerships.

The video highlights teaching strategies that help students learn how to respond appropriately and meaningfully to each other’s writing. Both Jack and Velvet model response using their own writing, and Jack and his students demonstrate how a whole-class response to an individual writer can help all the students hone their conferencing skills. We also sit in as Jack facilitates a conference group, another way of helping students learn how to respond effectively to their classmates’ writing.

“Responding to Writing: Peer to Peer” abounds with classroom examples of students interacting with each other. It also features interview segments with the three teachers, as well as comments from Linda Rief, a practicing eighth-grade English teacher and the author of *Seeking Diversity: Language Arts With Adolescents*.

Workshop 7 Teachers
The teachers seen in the video program include:

- Vivian Johnson, Grade 8, T.A. Dugger Junior High School, Elizabethton, Tennessee
- Velvet McReynolds, Grade 7, Simmons Middle School, Hoover, Alabama
- Jack Wilde, Grade 5, Bernice A. Ray School, Hanover, New Hampshire

Background Reading
Before coming to the workshop session, you should prepare to participate by:

- Reviewing the materials for Workshop 7 provided on the Web site (www.learner.org/channel/workshops/middlewriting/) including the teachers’ reflections.
- Reading the article provided under “Related Reading” on the Workshop 7 Web page and highlighting two or three sections that strike you as particularly useful or insightful, that raise questions in your mind, or that relate to your own practice. Record your responses to the article in your workshop journal.
- Reviewing the “Key Practices To Observe in Workshop 7,” available on the next page and on the Web site.
Key Practices To Observe in Workshop 7

In this workshop, you will see effective practices for helping students respond to each other as writers. These practices include the following:

• Teachers recognize that peer conferences not only contribute to better writing but also validate students and build respect and responsibility in a community of writers. Teachers carefully create conditions for peer conferences in which the students feel safe as writers and as respondents. The workshop shows students engaged in their work as writers, participating in a positive atmosphere.

• Through peer response, students experience an authentic reader of their writing, a reader other than the teacher and a reader who is important to them. This experience stimulates students’ interest in writing—and in revising. It also helps students develop reader awareness, an important skill in writing.

• In peer conferences, students focus on their drafts and try to improve them; however, the teachers’ goals are not merely to help the students develop better pieces of writing but to help students develop as writers. Teachers’ explanations focus on strategies and skills that students can apply when writing other pieces. The practices used in the peer conferences help students gain more independence in their thinking about writing. Though students in a small-group peer conference focus on the work of one author, the discussion indirectly helps the other students as they apply ideas to their own writing.

• Peer conferences are organized in different ways, for example, whole-class response to a peer, small-group response (three to four students), response between writing partners, and teacher-mentored small-group response. Sometimes teachers determine the groups, and sometimes students decide with whom they will work. Partners or groups may work together for a relatively long period of time, or the make-up of the group may vary. Even in classes led by highly experienced teachers, problems occur in groups, and teachers, as well as students, may change the groups to help students.

• Teachers establish a methodical procedure for peer conferences. They model response and conduct mini-lessons on how to respond effectively and with respect. They also schedule regular times for students to share their writing with each other. Routines may vary, but a typical approach is for the student author to read the draft aloud and raise specific questions. Students may record their responses on a feedback sheet or sticky note and refer to these notes as they discuss the work with the author. In their responses, classmates identify what they think is going well and address the author’s questions. To preserve the writer’s ownership of his or her work, classmates phrase their responses in terms of possibilities for change. As peers discuss a piece, the writer often takes notes to help with revision. The writer may end the exchange by explaining plans for change.

• As students work together on their writing, the teacher circulates, asks questions, offers suggestions, and listens. Sometimes, the teacher calls attention to a student’s work and asks the student to read and talk about changes and the advice offered by classmates. Mini-lessons often are based upon what teachers observe in peer conferences.

• Teachers often model response by reading a piece they have written themselves, and then leading the students in responding to the draft. Teachers are genuine in asking questions about their work. They listen carefully and often emphasize principles and language that can help students work with their own writing. Teachers also model a positive attitude; they are not defensive when advice is offered, and they demonstrate that writers consider the views of readers but also assume ownership of their work. In modeling their writing, teachers often use the overhead projector and/or provide copies, so that students not only hear the work read aloud, but also see and read it themselves. Students, too, can be asked to model for the class, reading their drafts aloud and asking for response.
• Aware of the pressure students usually feel in responding to each other, teachers take steps to reduce the pressure or risk in a peer conference. Modeling and establishing a routine are important ways to help students feel less pressure and be more open in discussing writing. Teachers often arrange classroom furniture to foster discussion. One of the most important ways to reduce the pressure is for the teacher to affirm students’ accomplishments in peer conferences. The workshop showcases students who enjoy their experience in writing and in talking with classmates about writing. Teachers consciously foster such a positive experience.

• Teachers do not assume that students automatically will be effective in peer-conferences. They intentionally coach the students, they conduct mini-lessons, and they also set aside time to help students reflect on conferences. These discussions call attention to the results of revision based on peer conferences. Teachers affirm the value of writing, and help students practice a “writer’s language,” which helps students think about their own writing.
This outline of the Workshop 7 video contains approximate entry points for each section. Use this chart to help identify the pause points in the Watch the Video section. Zero your VCR counter at the Annenberg/CPB logo at the beginning of the tape.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment 1 (0:00–12:27)</th>
<th><strong>Introduction</strong> (beginning at 0:00)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In the Classroom</strong> (beginning at 4:28)</td>
<td>Jack Wilde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pair conferencing Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mentoring group conferences Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment 2 (12:28–33:33)</th>
<th><strong>Interview</strong> (beginning at 12:28)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In the Classroom</strong> (beginning at 13:00)</td>
<td>Linda Rief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Using your own writing to model response Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PATS response protocol Velvet McReynolds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Using your own writing to model response, Part 2 Velvet McReynolds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment 3 (33:34–48:23)</th>
<th><strong>In the Classroom</strong> (beginning at 33:34)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Modeling response with a student writer Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pair conferencing, Part 2 Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Student reflections on peer response Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment 4 (48:24–end)</th>
<th><strong>In the Classroom</strong> (beginning at 48:24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Whole-class response Vivian Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Formal response group Vivian Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interview</strong> (beginning at 56:06)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The long-term goal of teaching response Jack Wilde</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion and Sharing (15 minutes)

• In your workshop journal, describe the most recent writing conference your students had with each other: its purpose, its length, when it occurred in the writing cycle. How did you structure the conference (pairs, small group, formal, informal, etc.)? How did you prepare the students? What feedback did you receive from the students about the conference? How would you evaluate its success? What might you do differently the next time? Share your responses with your fellow teachers.

If your practice does not include peer response, reflect on the reasons for this choice and share your thoughts with your colleagues.

Watch the Video (60 minutes video plus 30 minutes discussion)

Watch the video, stopping at the end of each segment (see the Facilitator’s Outline on the preceding page for help locating the pause points). If you are watching the workshop on your own, use your workshop journal to respond to two or more discussion questions from each of the four segments.

Segment 1 (0:00-12:27)
[Pause point: After Jack’s interview about teacher-mentored group conferences.]

• Do you assign students to response groups or pairs or do the students choose their partners? What are the reasons for your practice? If you set up the groups yourself, how do you determine their composition? What do you do if one of your response pairs or groups is having difficulty focusing, offering helpful advice, or getting along?

• Do you agree with Jack that having an adult sit in on student conferences at the beginning of the year is a good way to help students learn how to respond? How can teachers organize their instruction to make this strategy possible?

• So far, we’ve seen two response models: pairs and small-group. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each configuration? Which do you think would work better for middle-level students that you teach?

Segment 2 (12:28-33:33)
[Pause point: After the segment in Velvet McReynolds classroom.]

• During the whole-class discussion of Jack’s narrative, what conferencing and response behaviors does he model for his students? What evidence do you see that the students are learning from this experience?

• The response protocols Jack Wilde and Velvet McReynolds teach their students have obvious similarities. In both instances, students begin with positive comments about what’s effective in the writer’s piece and then ask questions about passages they don’t fully understand. But Velvet’s last step differs from Jack’s. She has her students give the writer a suggestion for improvement, and he has the writer ask questions about what he or she has written. What are the benefits and possible drawbacks of each of these approaches?

• What class management strategies does Velvet employ during the discussion of “The Devil Made Me Do It”? During this segment, she’s in the position her student writers will be when they conference with each other. What effective behaviors does she model that the students can carry into their own response groups?

Segment 3 (33:34-48:23)
[Pause point: After Jack’s students discuss how they benefited from their partner’s responses.]

• What specific part of the protocol is Jack having his fifth-graders practice during the whole class response? What evidence do you see that his students are learning from this exercise? Do you think Jack’s direction during this discussion is appropriate or does he intervene more than is necessary?
Workshop Session, cont’d.

- Based on what you observed in the two excerpts from Luke and Cora’s conference, what do you think is working well? Do you notice any behaviors that might warrant additional instruction? Are both students benefiting equally from their interaction? What leads you to this conclusion?

- List some of the benefits of peer conferencing mentioned by Jack’s students. Do you think their take on peer conferencing is similar to that of your students? What are some factors that might make conferences less successful, both from the student’s and the teacher’s viewpoint? How might these problems be addressed?

**Segment 4 (48:24-end)**

[View to end of program.]

- In Vivian Johnson’s class, one of her students shares his poem with the whole class and receives feedback. What are some effective response techniques Vivian models and how does she encourage her students to be more independent in responding to their peers’ writing? What additional benefits do her students receive from participating in a whole-class response to writing?

- Analyze the group conference three of Vivian’s students are holding about an "I Am" poem. How would you describe the protocol the students follow? What effective behaviors do the students exhibit? What evidence do you see that the writer will use the feedback she receives in the conference in revising her poem?

- According to Jack Wilde, the ultimate goal of response is to help students learn how to “self-conference.” Do you agree with Jack’s assessment? What evidence have you seen in Jack’s, Velvet’s, and/or Vivian’s classrooms that students are on their way to achieving this goal? Have you observed the correlation between peer response and increasing independence among your own students? What practices or strategies help students move from peer- to self-conferencing?

**Going Further (15 minutes)**

- Based on your own experience, on “Peer Response: Teaching SpecificRevision Suggestions” (available under “Related Reading” on the Workshop 7 Web page), and on what you’ve observed in Jack’s, Velvet’s, and Vivian’s classes, outline the steps you think students should follow in a peer response group and then share your ideal response protocol with your colleagues. If this is the protocol you already use, share your strategies for teaching it to your students.

- The protocols modeled in the workshop video and described in “Peer Response: Teaching Specific Revision Suggestions” would apply to any piece of writing at any stage of the writing cycle. However, teachers often use more specific and focused conference sheets that address specific criteria (see the conference forms available at the Workshop 6 Web page for some examples). In your experience, are there times that one of these approaches is more appropriate than the other? In general, do you think the more loosely structured guidelines or the focused response sheets are more effective for peer response? What are the reasons for your opinion?
Before Next Week

Homework

• Complete your exploration of the Web pages for Workshop 7—looking at materials, listening to audio files, and/or printing out resources. Record any comments or responses in your workshop journal to share with your colleagues.

• Evaluate your writing curriculum to see if and where you might insert more opportunities for modeling and practicing effective peer response into your instruction.

Background Reading for Workshop 8

Before coming to the workshop session, you should prepare to participate by:

• Reviewing the materials for Workshop 8 provided on the Web site (www.learner.org/channel/workshops/middlewriting/) including Velvet McReynolds’ lesson plan, supporting classroom materials, and student writing samples. These materials may be downloaded and printed.

• Reading the three articles provided under “Related Reading” on the Workshop 8 Web page and highlighting two or three sections that strike you as particularly useful or insightful, that raise questions in your mind, or that relate to your own practice. Record your responses to the articles in your workshop journal.

• Reviewing the “Key Practices To Observe in Workshop 8,” available in this guide and on the Web site.
Note: For more resources related to conferencing and responding, consult “Selected Sources” for Workshop 6: “Responding to Writing: Teacher to Student.”


Selected Sources for “Responding to Writing: Peer to Peer,” cont’d.


